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The Secret Universe of Fish is a curious look at the world of fish from their 

perspective. We eat them, we adore them in tanks, we hunt them as trophies 

but what do we really know about their world and their lives?  

 

Deep Sea Production’s renowned underwater film team has captured new 

behavior and stunning imagery that will leave the audience with a new 

understanding of what happens below the surface. This one hour documentary 

special will explore the themes of play, intelligence, partnership, tools of the 

trade, camouflage and how fish show stress. 

 

The latest scientific research reveals that fish are intelligent, sentient beings and 

far more complex than we thought. Our cameras will get up close to capture 

behaviors such as play, using tools and performing mental tasks.  

We’ll take viewers on a breathtaking journey to uncover the hidden behaviors 

and mysterious ways of the fish that inhabit our oceans.

THE SECRET UNIVERSE OF FISH 
 // OVERVIEW



Why do we humans relate to the world under the sea as an alien universe?    

How is it possible that more people have visited the moon than the deepest 

regions of our oceans?   

The latest technology allows scientists to more easily reach depths that were 

previously inaccessible. The Secret Universe of Fish will be a feast for the eyes 

with stunning underwater footage of fish in their natural habitats captured by 

expert divers and filmmakers. From the vibrant coral reefs to the dark depths of 

the abyss, this documentary explores the diverse and fascinating world of fish 

revealing the secrets they keep hidden from human eyes.  

We’ll show how our relationship with fish has changed over time but we’ve 

never stopped “fishing” fish. 

Fish biologists and experts have partnered with physiologists to show us how 

fish are more like humans than we thought. They have a brain, a heart,             

a backbone, demonstrate advanced behavior and relationships and we now 

know that fish feel pain.

THE FISH PERSPECTIVE
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And while many studies illuminate interesting and advanced behavior, increasing studies 

are also showing the sad truth of our interaction with fish. There has long been a 

popular perception that fish do not feel pain but fish physiologist, Doctor Lynne 

Sneddon has broken new ground with her cutting edge research that confirms that fish 

experience and react to pain just like any other animal and that fish respond to 

painkillers. Scientists found that fish demonstrate distinct individual behavior and 

character traits. Some are bold, others are cautious, there are leaders and followers. 

Some fish are shown to form close relationships.

Another view on "Catch and Release" : 
Recreational anglers conserve threatened fish populations by practicing “catch and 

release” fishing. But what actually happens to all those fish that are hooked, dragged 

around, photographed and returned to the water? This practice is forbidden in some 

countries but is still widely accepted, and in fact encouraged in most parts of the world.

New Science & Behavior

_______________________________________________________
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The Deep Sea team is uniquely qualified to capture underwater behavior that demonstrates 

the intelligence and playfulness that will make this documentary special inspiring and 

appealing to a wide audience. Production is underway and the team will continue to 

capture behavior around the following: 

                                                        _______________________________________________________ 

COMMUNICATION: Fish communicate with one another through a variety of ways 
depending on the species. Some use sound, movement, color, smell, and bioluminescence. 
Some even use electrical impulses. 

FISH GPS: Like many other species in the natural world, fish have a strong sense of 
navigation and memory. Studies have shown their speed at navigating and remembering 
complex mazes. They also have a great sense of spatial awareness. 

FAMILY MATTERS: Studies show that fish may have the equivalent of cultural traditions and 
pass down behaviors such as feeding techniques, preferred locations and other important 
survival behavior. 

FRIENDS AND CLIQUES: Fish have been proven to have preferences with who they hang 
out. Within one segment the Deep Sea team found 3 unlikely species hanging together. 

FISHY SECRETS
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Scientists and Experts

The documentary special will feature interviews with leading marine 

biologists ichthyologists and other experts in the field who will provide 

insights and commentary on the behaviors and ecology of different fish 

species. Below are just a few of the scientists we’re interviewing: 

_______________________________________________________ 

DR. LYNNE SNEDDON - Zoologist / Pain Researcher 

DR. RAINER FROESE - Marine ecologist / Population Dynamics / Fisheries 

DR. DOMINIKA CHOJNACKA - Neuroscientist / Cleaner Wrasse 

PROF. SVANTE WINBERG - Neuroscientist / Fish Brains 
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Production is underway, underwater!

The Deep Sea team will continue to shoot key scientists and behavior specialists. 

Production has already captured the following behaviour scenes in Norway, Greenland 
and Sweden: 

_________________________________________ 

- Fish "Cleaning Stations" of a variety of species waiting in line to be cleaned 

- Plasterfish "passing" the "mirror test" which shows it has a self conscious 

- (3) Unlikely species clearly playing together 

- Name of fish playing with pebble 

- Killer Whales herding sardines and then slapping a bait ball into shock so 

their offspring can feed 

- Species protecting their offspring and of course 

- Mating
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Deep Sea Productions was founded in 1997 by extreme diving partners, 

Carl Douglas and Johan Candert. The company was established as a 

platform to distribute the unique underwater film and photographic 

material they were producing from places where very few cameras had 

ventured before. Carl and Johan are two of Scandinavia’s most 

experienced and well qualified divers. 

In 2020 Deep Sea Productions committed to using storytelling and their 

unparalleled photography to advance their core interest in THE OCEAN. 

This has allowed them to create a team of skilled cinematographers, 

producers, directors, editors and underwater photographers. 

What happens in the deep is paramount for the survival of our planet as 

we know it. Deep Sea Productions wants to tell the world about what 

happens down there. Human activities have a great impact on the life 

below the surface and we feel it’s time for us humans to get to know this 

vast part of planet earth before it’s too late.

DEEP SEA -  
THE VOICE OF THE OCEAN
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The Team

Johan is a veteran documentary film producer/

director who began his career as an underwater 

photographer. He has produced more than 20 full 

length documentaries and series for SVT (Swedish 

Television). He pioneered technical deep sea diving 

in Scandinavia and felt compelled to have a camera 

with him to document a world to which few other 

divers had access.

JOHAN CANDERT:  
CEO & Co- founder

Peter started his career as the SVT (Swedish 

Television) correspondent in the former Soviet Union 

and in the Middle East before becoming an award 

winning documentary film producer. Peter has 

documented the environmental changes in the 

coastal region where he has his roots. He has 

witnessed first hand how the sea has become sicker 

and how fish stocks have plummeted.

PETER LÖFGREN:  
Senior producer 

Göran is a multi award winning underwater 

photographer and film maker with over 40 years 

diving experience in open icy waters. Göran has 

been commissioned to film underwater sequences 

for Animal Planet, BBC, Canal Plus and National 

Geographic including “March of the Penguins”, 

Lord of the Ice, Leopard seals (Discovery/Saint 

Thomas Productions, Killer Whales (BBC/ Discovery) 

Blue Planet - Frozen Seas (BBC/Discovery.

GÖRAN EHLMÉ:  
Underwater photographer/Producer

Simon has over a long career filmed and produced 

news reports, documentaries and films from virtually 

every corner of the world. He began his career 

filming and reporting for International broadcasters 

on the turbulent conflicts on his home continent, 

Africa. He has during a career that has spanned 

nearly 40 years filmed and produced reports, 

documentaries and nature series for many of the 

world‛s major broadcasters.

SIMON STANFORD:  
Senior Producer / Cinematographer: 
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The Secret Universe 4 x 60 limited series. 

Deep Sea Productions has one of the most experienced underwater teams in 

the world. The team is passionate about revealing the hidden world of the 

fascinating creatures that share the ocean with us. Over the past 3 years, Deep 

Sea has filmed extensively in Sweden, Northern Norway, Greenland, Galapagos 

and off the coast of South Africa generating enough starting material for 3 

additional episodes:

Secret Universe of Seals:  
The Deep Sea team has been documenting the most intimate details of the life 

of seals over the past 3 years. A seal lives for most of its life beneath the 
surface of the water, on remote sea ice or even under the ice. Our cameras 

capture the intimate hidden details of the life of seals. 

Secret Universe of Killer Whales: 
As the winter sets in over the fjords of far northern Norway, vast shoals of 

herring move in followed by hundreds of Orcas. It's a show like no other as the 

Orca's work together to drive the herring into giant bait balls along the icy 

shores. Starting with this annual spectacular our team follows different pods of 

Orca from the coast of Portugal where they are threatening sailing boats to 

South Africa where they hunt Great white sharks. Surprisingly, Orca are shown 

to have vast differences in culture and even language.

LIMITED SERIES
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Secret Universe of Walruses:  
Walrus are one of the most dangerous species to film underwater. Deep Sea 

Productions' Underwater photographer, Göran Ehlmé has extensive experience 

of filming these 2000 pound creatures in their marine environment. This one 

hour special will reveal the secrets of what they eat, their unique social structure, 

and why they are threatened by disappearing sea ice.

_______________________________________________________



Schedule and budget

Shoot 

Post Production 

Delivery

Spring - Fall

Fall 2023

BUDGET: $600 000

December 2023
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JOHAN CANDERT / +46 70 877 95 45 / johan@deepsea.se  
CAROLE TOMKO / 240-893-9788 / caroletomko@gmail.com 

LINK TO WEBSITE
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